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Antimatter Science with Slow Antiprotons

K. Komaki

Institute of Physics, Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, University of Tokyo,
1-5-3 Komaba, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153-8902, Japan

  Experimental study in atomic physics using slow antiprotons used to be performed at
LEAR, of which the main role was the exploration of exotic mesons. Since the
shutdown of LEAR in 1996, much effort has been paid to construct a new facility
dedicated to atomic physics. This effort has been realized as Antiproton Decelerator
(AD) which is scheduled to be open for experiments in September, 1999.
  Taking this opportunity, University of Tokyo members of former LEAR programs
PS194, PS200 and PS205 joined to form a group, Antimatter Science Project, which
aims at developing a new field of science, i.e., Antimetter Science, using slow
antiprotons from AD. The group applied for a Grant-in-aid from the Japanese Ministry
of Education, Science and Culture. The proposal was approved as a Grant-in-aid for
Creative Basic Research(Shin-pro) which covers fiscal years from 1998 to 2002. The
Shin-pro group and European group have organized an AD user group named
ASACUSA(Atomic Spectroscopy And Collisions Using Slow Antiprotons).
  The ASACUSA program consists of three phases, each of which is characterized by
the energy region of available antiprotons. In phase 1 stage, 5.3-MeV antiprotons from
AD are directly used and higher resolution spectroscopy of −pHe+ and new spectroscopy
of hyperfine and superhyperfine structure of −pHe+ are the main experimental subjects.
In phase 2, the AD beam is further decelerated by an RFQ post deceleration down to
below 100 keV and stopping power measurement, channeling and swarm experiments
using slow antiprotons are prepared. In phase 3, an electro-magnetic trap is to be
installed downstream the RFQ to catch post-decelerated −p’s, to cool them down and to
extract them as an ultra cold dc beam. Basic collision dynamics of −p’s, formation
mechanism and spectroscopy of antiprotonic atoms are planned using the ultra cold −p
beam .

At the present stage, the preparation of the Phase 1 experiment, high precision laser
and microwave spectroscopy of −pHe+ is almost completed.  The construction of the
RFQ post-decelerator, which is the main component of the Phase 2 facility, is getting
ready for proton test at Aarhus.  As for preparation of the phase 3, a superconducting
magnet for the −p trap has been constructed and the development of techniques for −p
trapping, cooling and extraction is underway using H− ions.





IONIZATION OF IONS AND ATOMS BY SLOW ANTIPROTONS

Predrag S. Krstic, David R. Schultz and Carlos O. Reinhold
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Physics Division, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN 37831, USA

Introduction of antiprotons as projectiles in a heavy particle atomic collision process in
both theory and experiment has yielded new and exciting physics by creating new reaction
channels not previously seen in other collision processes. Although the Coulomb field of the
antiproton is per se  the same as that of an electron, the strong electron exchange effects in
electron-atom collisions as well as the antiproton large mass make electron-atom and antiproton-
atom collisions very different from each other, both phenomenologicaly and quantitatively. The
negative charge of the heavy projectile has another consequence that distinguishes antiptoron-
atom collisions from positive-ion - atom collisions: charge transfer of target electron(s) to the
projectile is absent. As a consequence, any electron loss process is an ionization process, and if
the energy is high enough, the later becomes the leading inelastic process.

When the velocity of the projectile is smaller than the Kepler orbiting velocity in the
target atomic state, the system is in the so called adiabatic regime and inelastic processes can be
best described as localized transitions between the quasimolecular adiabatic states. The
localization of the transitions for positively charged ions can be associated with reaching the top
of either the attractive potential barrier or the repulsive centrifugal barrier, which happens at the
points of crossings of the molecular terms of the same symmetry in the plane of complex
internuclear distance R, often called the hidden crossings. For antiprotons [1], the attractive
potential barrier is missing and the former type of hidden crossings (Q-type), the source of  so-
called saddle point electrons in ionization becomes unimportant. The latter type of hidden
crossings (spatially highly localized S-type) are not expected to be present with states of  zero-
angular momentum. A remarkable new feature of the topology of the adiabatic energy surfaces in
collisions with antiprotons is the presence of an S-type series of hidden crossings even for zero-
angular momentum states [2].  The analog of the repulsive centrifugal barrier here originates in
the repulsive Coulomb potential between the antiproton and the target electron.

Figure 1 Position of the S-superseries limiting points for various orders k and
target core charges z, Z=z-1,  for a) s, and b) p initial states



Single electron ionization from the s-ground state proceeds entirely through S-promotion at very
small internuclear distances and is caused by the antiproton repulsion. Figure 1 displays the
topology of the S-promotion series for various target core charges and, thus, contains all
information needed to understand single electron ionization for antiproton-ion slowly colliding
systems [1].

Figure 2 The cross section for ionization of hydrogen and hydrogenic ions
in collisions with antiprotons

Figure 2 shows the ionization cross sections for several systems calculated with the
hidden-crossings method (full lines). We also performed calculations using a direct solution of
the time dependent Schroedinger equation (TDSE) (black circles) which confirms the physical
picture of the processes as described above.  The antiproton-hydrogen system provides an
exemption to this picture [2]. In this case, at internuclear distances smaller than the Fermi-Teller
limit (RFT=0.6394 a.u.) the Coulomb field of the proton-antiproton electric dipole cannot support
any bound state. As a consequence, all quasimolecular s-states merge with the continuum edge at
R=RFT and the S series of hidden crossings collapses to the real axis (Figure 1). Thus, the system
looses its adiabatic promotion properties and ionization must be described by diabatic methods
even at the lowest collision energies. Our TDSE treatment  solves the controversy [2] on the
behavior of the ionization cross sections at low energies (Figure 2), confirming previous CTMC
predictions [3], and disagreeing with the CDW results [2]. Like other perturbative methods, the
latter approach does not take into account the strong quasimolecular deformation of the system
with R and thus greatly underestimates the ionization cross section.

Ionization of He by antiproton impact resembles that for the p-+H system since the
quasimolecular energies are also strongly deformed at small internuclear distances.  In this case,
however, the ground term approaches closely rather than merges with the single ionization
continuum (for R=0 the system goes to  H-, which is only 0.0257 a.u. below the ionization
continuum). Thus, one can expect that the single electron ionization happens somewhere between
R=0.2 a.u. (where p-+He+ ionizes) and RFT. In  previous calculations [4], using the multielectron
hidden crossings theory [5],  we found a hidden crossing at Rc=0.62 a.u. leading to single electron
ionization (MEHC in Fig.3 ). The  disagreement between FIM calculations [6] and our
calculations with experiment [7] is not completely understood.  Theoretically, there exists a
possibility that our calculation is not converged (we used a truncated basis expansion for this
nonseparable problem).  The lack of a full treatment of electron correlation effects (we used only



singly excited CI states) may also be a possible cause  of disagreement [4]. Thus, a new algorithm
has been developed, which fully accounts for correlation effects and the convergence has been
greatly improved in the plane of complex R by a variational optimization of the Slatter basis
exponents. The new results, to be shown at the meeting highlight the nonadiabaticity of the
problem (small single-electron binding energies at small internuclear energies) as a main cause of
the difficulties to reach a correct result. Thus, the adiabatic treatment is replaced by a diabatic one.
In addition, we generalized the TDSE method to four dimensions, adapting the time-dependent
treatment to a two-dimensional antiproton-helium collision system.

Double ionization of He by antiproton impact is a more standard problem. Theoretical
and experimental results for this channel are in relatively good agreement [4] and there is not
much controversy. The ionization goes dominantly through sequential one-electron channels, but
we found a nonnegligible contribution of the highly correlated simultaneous two-electron
ionization. This is realized through a new series of hidden crossings which connects doubly
excited helium states.
We gratefully ackowledge support from US DOE, Office of Fusion Energy Sciences and Office of
Basic Energy Sciences through ORNL, managed by Lockheed Martin Energy Research
Corporation under contract No. DE-AC05-96OR22464.

Figure 3 Single ionization of H, He and He+ in collisions with antiprotons.
Symbols are explained in the text.
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Nonneutral Plasmas and Antihydrogen Production

Kevin Fine, CERN and UC San Diego

I will give a review of results from nonneutral plasma physics relevant to the
production of antihydrogen. Traditionally, the nonneutral trap community has been divided
into two separate groups: particle and atomic physicists who trap small numbers of particles
in Penning traps with hyperbolic electrodes, and plasma physicists who trap large numbers
of particles in cylindrical Malmberg-Penning traps. The dividing point between the two
groups is the plasma criterion, i.e. the plasma regime begins at the point where the Debye
length is less than the radius of the charge cloud. The Debye length is given by

Tne4 2 kD πλ = , where n is the density of the charged particles and T is the particle

temperature.
Both kinds of traps will be necessary for antihydrogen production. The antiproton

clouds will have small numbers, using techniques developed by the first group. For
effective recombination, the positron density should be large and the temperature low,
pushing the positron cloud into the plasma regime.

I will review the ideas and techniques obtained over decades of experience with
containing plasmas. In particular, I will discuss the loss of plasma containment due to
external field errors, and the effect of this on plasma temperature. I will also discuss
techniques to measure the plasma temperature, and to control the “diocotron” or off center
mode, and the use of this mode as a diagnostic.

























Does a solvated antiproton exist?

Toshiyuki Azuma

Institute of Applied Physics, University of Tsukuba,

Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-8573, JAPAN

Recently the behavior of anti-proton in liquid He has been extensively

investigated, while a few information is so far available for other liquids. Here we try to

evaluate the possibility of finding a solvated state in liquid phase by comparison of anti-

proton with other particles.

The existence of solvated states of excess electrons in water has been well

known since early 1960’s. And an ammoniated electron precedes it. It is generally

believed that solvated electron is localized within a small cavity region around which

several water molecules are coordinated (although the excess electron may, to some

extent, be delocalized onto molecules). The stability of the ground state is primarily due

to electrostatic interaction with dipoles of surrounding molecules. Theoretically various

models ranging from the potential well model to the cluster model, which has developed

to recent ab initio molecular orbital calculations, have been proposed. In the case of

excess electrons in non-polar liquids like He, Ne and H2, they produce bubble states.

The origin of the bubble states is repelling of electron by the electrons in the

surrounding molecules/atoms because of the Coulomb forces and the exchange effect.

The latter is a consequence of the Pauli principle, which states that two or more

electrons cannot occupy the same state.

Concerning to positron, solvated positron is naturally considered to exist. For

examples, at increasing density the lifetime of a free positron decreases to that of liquid

NH3 in gaseous NH3 at room temperature (RT) already at density of ~0.25% of the

liquid density. This is supposed to indicate positron annihilation from the solvated

positron state in a cluster of NH3. On the other hand positronium (Ps) forms the bubble

states in many kinds of liquids. It is an electron constituting Ps which acts as the origin

of bubble, and is repelled by the electrons in the molecules/atoms.

For positive/negative muon, i.e., heavier hadron particles, solvated states have

not been reported yet, possibly because of its difficulty in identification. Muonium

(Mu) is observed in various liquids except in liquid He or Ne due to the larger ionization



energy compared with Mu binding energy, and no information on the bubble states has

been reported.

Solvated proton in polar liquids is a well-discussed idea. A variety of

theoretical calculations of the cluster model have been reported.

 Here some key points to consider the bubble state of antiproton are,

1) Pauli principle responsible for the bubble states does not work for anti-proton in

contrast with electron.

2) The bubble state is naively considered to be produced when an internal pressure on

the bubble wall created by the zero-point kinetic motion of electron or Ps, balances the

pressure generated by the surface tension of the liquid and the external pressure.

Thereby lower zero point energy for a heavier hadron particle lead to instability of the

bubble state.

Furthermore a key point for the solvated state of antiproton is,

1) During energy loss process, anti-proton once captured by a host atom quickly decays

from the excited states, captured by nucleus and annihilates into pions etc. The cascade

time is largely shortened by the Stark mixing by the surrounding atom/molecule in

liquids. On the other hand the solvated state requires “thermalized” or “almost-

thermalized” anti-proton. The required time for forming solvated electrons in water at

RT is reported to be of the order of sub-ps. It is of question whether anti-proton survives

until its solvation accomplishes.

Taking the above points into consideration we will discuss the possibility of the

solvated/bubble states of anti-proton and experimental clues to identify them in detail.



Comparison of multi-differential ionization cross sections in fast antiproton and
proton on Helium collisions --- A proposal for future studies with a table sized PBAR-storage

ring

H.Schmidt-Böcking University Frankfurt, Frankfurt/FRG et al. (Frankfurt-Aarhus-Freiburg-GSI-CERN-
Collaboration)

Doubly differential electron emission cross sections as function of the longitudinal momenta of electron and
recoil ion have been measured for single ionization in fast pbar on He collisions. In this contribution the data will
be discussed with respect to different calculations. Within the experimental uncertainty these data agree with
those for proton impact, but do not agree within the error bars with theory. For proton on He also data for the
different double ionization  channels will be presented and anomalies in the kinematics will  be discussed.

For future systematics experimental studies of highly differential ionzation cross sections of pbar on atoms and
molecules collisions the installation of a table sized electrostatic storage ring (nearly identical with the ELISA
ring in Aarhus) at the pbar decelleration facilty at CERN is discussed.



Ionization of H and He atoms by antiprotons revisited

C. D. Lin, Tech Lee, Clara Illescas and Emil Sidky
Department of Physics, Kansas State University

Manhattan, KS 66506  USA

     The ionization cross sections of H and He targets by antiprotons are
revisited. We used different theoretical models to perform calculations,
including coupled channel method, the direct numerical integration of
the time-dependent Schrodinger equation method and the classical
trajectory Monte Carlo method to obtain the total ionization cross
sections. We conclude that the existing experimental ionization data for
He target at low energies are probably questionable. We also calculated
the ejected electron momentum distributions and compared the results
for collisions by protons.

   One of the earliest atomic collision experiments involving antiproton beams is the
measurement of  ionization cross sections of He and other gases, and later the atomic
hydrogen targets. While there have been many discussions on the ratios of  cross sections
for double ionization to single ionization on He targets, in this talk I will focus on the
problems in the lower energy region, in anticipation of the new low energy antiproton
beams that are to become available again in the coming years.

  Collisions of antiprotons with atomic hydrogen at low energies are of interest in that it is
one of  the most elementary three-body collision systems, and by comparing the results
with collisions of protons with atomic hydrogen, one can assess in what way the role of
the charge of the projectile plays in processes such as the ionization. It is expected that
the ionization cross sections for these two projectiles to be identical in the high energy
limit. This will be the case when the first Born approximation can be used to describe the
ionization process. On the other hand, it is not clear at what energies the Born
approximation will become valid.

  The mechanism for ionization by protons or by antiprotons at low energies are much
less clear and there are no well established theoretical models. Experimental data for
collision energies below 10 keV or so are rare for both projectiles. For protons the
difficulty lies in the small ionization cross sections, and for antiprotons the difficulty so
far mostly is the lack of intense beams in this energy range. On the theoretical side,
ionization is a rare process in proton-hydrogen collisions at low energies and currently
the main question is what is the role of the so-called “saddle-point mechanism” for
ionization. For antiproton collisions there is no saddle point mechanism and the
ionization cross sections actually do not drop rapidly as the collision energy is reduced,
as in the proton case. The different theoretical calculations for the total ionization cross
sections for antiprotons on atomic hydrogen appear to all agree in the 1-25 keV region
now. In anticipating of the possible experimental measurements of the electron spectra
we have calculated the ejected momentum distributions in the longitudinal and the
transverse directions, and compared to the similar spectra for proton impact. The
significance of the Fermi-Teller limit will also be addressed.



 For collisional ionization of He by antiprotons, the cross sections have been determined
for collision energies down to about 15 keV [1] in an early experiment. However, the
experimental results are in disagreement with most of the theoretical calculations. For
this two-electron system, the theoretical calculations employed more approximations, in
particular, the role of electron-electron interaction is often treated inadequately. We have
employed two different models to perform the calculations for this case and obtained
cross sections which are significantly different from the experimental data for energies
below 40 keV. Based on this result and also the expected slower energy dependence for
ionization cross sections by antiprotons at low energies (as seen in H target) we suggested
that the total ionization cross sections for He target be remeasured again.

Reference
1. P. Hvelplund et al, J. Phys. B27, 925 (1994).



Post collision interaction at proton, antiproton - atom collision

Akos Kover

Institute of Nuclear Research of Hung. Acad. Sci. (ATOMKI)
Debrecen, POB 51, H-4001, Hungary

The investigation of the energy and angular distribution of electron spectra ejected from
ionising collisions provide more detailed information on the collision process especially when
it is combined with the variation of the sign of the projectile charge. The best candidates for
this study are the proton - antiproton and electron - positron projectile pairs.

According to the first order theories the proton and antiproton impact on free atoms should
provide the same ejected electron spectra. The experimental results for proton impact,
however, indicate that higher order theories are necessary to describe the collision process,
because a sharp (cusp) peak was found in the electron spectrum at a velocity close to that of
the scattered projectile [1]. This enhancement can be explained as a final state interaction
between the ionised electron and the outgoing projectile. Due to the attractive potential the
ionised electron is captured to the projectile low-lying continuum states. It was called
Electron Capture to the Continuum (ECC). Similar cusp peak was found at positron impact in
the triple differential electron spectrum, too [2].

For negative charged projectiles an anticusp (a dip in the electron spectrum) is expected due
to the repulsive potential. However, Yamazaki and co-workers have not found any dip in the
convoy electron spectrum at antiproton impact using carbon foil [3]. They explained this
results as the contribution of a dip-filling process due to phase-space uncorrelated electrons is
very important. For electron impact on He, Guan-yan et. al. [4] published a deep minimum in
the electron spectrum where the velocity of the two outgoing electrons is nearly the same
indicating the importance of the final state interaction.

As it is seen experimental study has not been carried out for antiproton – free atom collision
where the single collision condition is fulfilled. This lecture presents the calculated electron
spectra ejected from antiproton – Ar collisions and suggests experimental methods to
determine the anticusp at different ejection angles.

This work is supported by the Hungarian Scientific Research Found (OTKA No. T16636 and
T025325)
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A NEW LOW ENERGETIC MUON BEAM AND ITS APPLICATIONS

E. Morenzoni

Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland

The positive muon is an ideal projectile to study ion-solid and ion atom-interactions since it
offers the simplicity of a heavy projectile with unit charge, such as the proton, but with a mass
which is only about 1/9 of the latter. However, until now, studies of muon-solid collisions
processes in the keV energy regime and below have been hampered by the lack of availability
of monoenergetic muon beams. At PSI, in the last years, we have developed a tunable beam of
low energetic (<30 keV) polarized positive muons. These muons are generated by moderating
to epithermal energies an intense beam of ∼ 4 MeV muons in an appropriate condensed gas
layer. Besides allowing the use of muons as magnetic microprobes of thin films and surfaces,
such a beam offers, from the point of view of the physics of atomic collisions, new interesting
possibilities.
We will give an overview of the beam and of muon-solid collision experiments performed so
far. Velocity scaling of energy loss, energy loss straggling and electron capture have been
tested directly, by measuring simultaneously the interaction of muons and protons of equal
velocity with thin carbon foils. By relaying on the specific behavior of polarized muons
thermalizing in metals or insulators a new method has been developed that allows to obtain
implantation profiles of low energetic muons in matter. We will show how, by measuring the
slowing down and emission of a few eV muons from various materials, the interaction of eV
muons in rare gas solids, ionic insulators and metals can be investigated and the different role
played by elastic and electronic interactions (especially electron capture) elucidated. In
particular the effects on the stopping power given by the presence of a minimum energy that
can be transferred in electronic processes in insulators (threshold effect) can be shown.
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C.D.Lin (30min)
Ionization of H and He atoms by antiprotons
revisited

A.Kover (30min)
Post Collision Interaction at Proton,
Antiproton - Atom Collisions
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R.Schuch (20min)
An accurate measurement of the p
mass using highly charged ions in a
Penning trap

E.Morenzoni (30min)
A new low energetic muon beam
and its applications

N.Kabachnik (20min)
Channeling of slow antiprotons

Banquet at
Shinagawa

Prince Hotel

9:00-10:40 (D.Horvath) 11:00-12:30  (J.Eichler)21st

M.Holzscheiter (30min)
Tests of CPT, Lorenz Invariance and the WEP with
Antihydrogen

R.Schuch (20min)
Making Hbar by recombination in a Penning trap

S.Schippers (30min)
Recombination of H-like ions with electrons: a testing
ground for the formation of anti-hydrogen?

P.Froelich  (20min)
Hydrogen - Antihydrogen Collisions
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Panel Discussion
Antihydrogen Production

& Spectroscopy

M.Inokuti (20min)
Concluding Remarks
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